
 The Dark and Stormy Night 
Puzzle Solution File 

   



Unlocking the Library 
 

Solution:  25194 
 
(use the info from the audio file you get from scanning the gramophone and the book 
titles)   



Seating Chart Puzzle 
 

Solution:   
 

1. Rosemary Clark 
2. Alex Rossi 
3. Benjamin Baker 
4. Pierre Gaston 
5. Carlton Bertram 
6. Carly La Rue 
7. Herb Kelso 
8. Jayme Worrell 

 
(You need to have all of the suspects matched to the characters first.  Then use the info 
from the book shelf unlock)   



Matching Suspects to Crimes 
Puzzle 

 
1. Hacker-Alex Rossi (fast hands, smoke, and beard) 
2. Forger-Benjamin Baker (Baker and baker) 
3. Art Thief-Pierre Gaston (French) 
4. Spy-Carlton Bertram (Waiting on others/butler) 
5. Safecracker-Carly La Rue (Nimble hands) 
6. Cat Burglar-Herb Kelso (old, less graceful, faded eyesight= old, bad leg, glasses) 
7. Money Launderer-Jayme Worrell (Laundering =Cleaning = Maid) 

 
(Use the info from the character cards and info about the suspects to match to the 
characters to the correct suspects)   



Mozart Unlock 
 

Solution:  68324 
 
(found from the bookshelf unlock and the completed seating chart)   



The Hot and Smoking Gun Puzzle 
 

Solution:  paolo’s signature not a forgery 
   



The Strange and Winding Road 
Puzzle 

 
Solution:  number seven was in the hospital when painting was stolen 
   



 

The Wrong and Evil Path Puzzle 
 

Solution:  not art thief 
   



The Odd and Dreary Dark Puzzle 
 

Solution: no evidence of hacking 
   



The Bitter and Brutal Truth Puzzle 
 

Solution:  staff were at winterwood on twelve five (12/5)  
 
   



The Long and Cold Winter Puzzle 
 
Solution:  the painting was safe inside the safe 

   



 
The Dark and Stormy Night Puzzle 
 
Solution:  look behind fruit and use the tenth letter of each puzzle solution to open 
   



Unlocking Fruit Bowl QR Unlock 
 

Solution:  neaneed 
 
(Obtained from completing all 7 book cover puzzles) 
   



Accessing Email Unlock 
 

Solution:  johnhancock 
 
(use info from the Mozart unlock and from the seating chart instructions)   



Computer Login Unlock 
 

Solution:  unmask 
 
(obtained from the email unlock) 
   



Sherlock Unlock 
 

Solution:  7102 
 
(obtained from Login: Operation Nickname unlock and the diagram on the back side of 
the Login: Operation Nickname paper)   



Final Unlock 
 

Solution:  onesherbjayme 
   


